In July we drove down to Melbourne to join David, Karen, Ryan and Abbi on her first birthday. I think Abbi
was not too sure about how one should attack a birthday cake, but she soon figured it out.

Abbi Grace 1 year old

First birthday cake

Having made the difficult decision to trade our dear old Kamper Trailer in for a Kimberly Karavan, we
decided to take one last trip in the rig. In late July we travelled north up to Urunga, Yamba and Woody
Head.
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We took delivery of our new Kimberley Karavan in October, and took it away for a week’s shake down trip
to get to know how it all works. Before getting back into the swing of camping, we stayed overnight with
Ken and Caroline in Kincumber. After bidding them farewell, we called in at my old school mate’s winery,
Mistletoe in the Hunter. We then headed out to Broke, which we thought was a very appropriate place to set
up our first camp in the new rig. An added bonus was that there were no camp fees.

Karavan at Broke

Norm raising the van (electronically) Beer o clock time by the fire

After a relaxing couple of days at Broke we continued on to the Goulburn River National Park where we
found a lovely camping spot in Spring Gully, overlooking the river. It was another free camp.
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View from our camp

Our final camp before turning for home was at the historic old gold mining town of Gulgong. We took
the time to visit the Henry Lawson museum, which is very well set out. Our trip home took us through
beautiful countryside – the wheat and canola crops were magnificent compared to our travels in the
same area last year. They have had so much more rain this year, compared to the last few years of
drought. The Salvation Jane/Patterson’s Curse (depending on your point of view) was a picture to
behold.
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Purple fields of Salvation Jane

We are now home and looking forward to spending Christmas here. It has been a glorious spring in the
Highlands this year – plenty of rain, but also plenty of sunshine to bring out the best in our garden.
Spring was heralded in this year by the arrival of white corellas in what seemed like their thousands. It
seems that word had got around that the many conifers in our yard were full of nuts, and so the birds
came for a feast. I wish their song was as pretty as they look.
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Azaleas etc near our front door
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